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R945DispatchesSleep Biology: Tuning In While Tuned OutThe barrel cortex and whisker thalamus preferentially respond to whisker
movements during REM sleep in infant rats. Understanding why the brain tunes
into sensory signals while it’s tuned out in sleep may provide clues about the
functions of REM sleep.Jimmy Fraigne1 and John Peever1,2
Rapid eye movement (REM)
sleep — also termed active sleep — is
the time when the unconscious, but
dreaming brain goes off-line by tuning
out its external environment [1].
Paradoxically, it is also the time when
the brain is put in overdrive, often
using more energy than it does while
awake [2]. More bizarre is the fact that
the body’s muscles are paralyzed in
one moment, but twitching and jerking
in the next [3]. Until now, muscle jerks
and twitches were considered
meaningless by-products of the
dreaming brain. But, as they reported
recently in Current Biology, Tiriac and
co-workers [4] have now shown that
the infant brain listens carefully to
the sensory signals generated by
muscle jerks during active sleep.
How the brain uses this information
could help solve some of the mysteries
surrounding sleep function.
Active sleep is considered important
for normal brain growth andmaturation
in developing newborns [5]. Thismakes
sense given that infants spend most of
their time in active sleep when their
brains are developing at maximum
speed. Studies show that inadequate
amounts of active sleep in infants
negatively impacts brain physiology.
For example, development of the visual
cortex function is impaired when
kittens are prevented from entering into
normal active sleep [6,7].
Tiriac et al. [4] propose
a fundamentally new role for sleep
mechanisms in brain development.
They suggest that sleep-generated
muscle twitches — which can number
nearly 40,000 a day [8] — serve
a defined biological purpose. They
propose that sensory signals produced
by muscle twitches function to
promote somatosensory system
development. Spontaneous twitch
activity is already known to drive
cortical activity patterns during infancy[9,10], but their idea is novel because
it suggests that cortical circuits make
best use of sensory signals during
sleep.
To support this idea, they needed to
show that the somatosensory system
actually listens to sensory signals
during active sleep. They did this
by studying the well-defined
corticothalamic circuits that sense the
activity of whisker movements [11].
Their goal was to determine if
whisker activity triggered responses in
these brain circuits specifically during
active sleep. Experiments were done in
infant rats (3–6 days old) in order to
identify how sleep mechanisms
influence brain function during
development.
When Tiriac et al. [4] started these
experiments, it was actually unknown
whether whiskers twitch during active
sleep in infant rats. The authors used
high-speed imaging techniques to
track whisker movements in sleeping
rat pups. They found that whisker
movements were haphazard and noisy
during wakefulness when generalized
muscle tone was high. But during
active sleep, whisker movements
became jerky and twitchy as muscle
tone fell silent. Whisker movements
were marked by single twitches in
one or two whiskers, or more complex
jerky movements in many
whiskers (Figure 1A).
Despite this convincing visual
evidence, Tiriac et al. [4] wanted to
confirm that whisker twitches stemmed
from muscle movements. So, they
painstakingly recorded from individual
whisker muscles during active sleep.
Not only did they find that whisker
muscle twitches mirrored whisker
movements, they also found that
muscles twitches occurred almost
simultaneously in both whisker
and postural muscles. This finding
is important because it suggests
that muscle twitches are not random
events, but are in fact generatedby a coordinated, and presumably
purposeful, mechanism.
But, does the somatosensory system
listen to this muscular chatter during
active sleep? The answer should have
been ‘no’ because the sleeping brain
largely ignores sensory feedback
by actively inhibiting its inflow to the
brain [1,12]. To the contrary, Tiriac et al.
[4] found that during active sleep
thalamic cells in the ventral
posteromedial nucleus (VPM) — a
region that monitors whisker
movements — became active
immediately after whisker twitches
(Figure 1B). Remarkably, these same
cells remained virtually silent during
periods of wakefulness when whisker
activity is also high. Thalamic VPM
cells therefore appear to listen to
whisker movements most closely
during active sleep.
To show that whisker twitches
directly generate the sensory feedback
that causes thalamic VPM cell
activation, Tiriac et al. [4] temporarily
silenced these signals by locally
anesthetizing the whisker pad. This
rapidly caused VPM cell activity to
fall quiet during active sleep, but as
anesthesia wore-off, VPM cells again
began to respond to whisker twitches.
This finding offers impressive evidence
that twitch-generated sensory
feedback triggers thalamic cell
activation during active sleep.
The thalamic VPM is only one stop
in the ascent of whisker feedback to
the somatosensory system — the
barrel cortex is its final destination
(Figure 1A). The barrel cortex is
a unique anatomical structure that
forms a highly ordered map that
represents the exact location of each
whisker. It is also situated close to
the brain’s surface, which allows
direct visualization of its activity [11].
Tiriac et al. [4] took advantage of
the barrel cortex’s form and function
to determine if its activity is affected
by whisker twitches during active
sleep.
They used powerful imaging
techniques in combination with
voltage-sensitive dyes to visually track
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Figure 1. Barrel cortex and thalamus monitor whisker twitches during active sleep.
(A) Pathway by which sensory signals from whisker twitches (blue) drive thalamic (red) and
barrel cortex activity (green). (B) Schematic representation of how sleep-dependent motor
events activate thalamic cells in the ventral posteriomedial (VPM) and barrel cortex (Cx).
During wakefulness (W), thalamic and cortical activity is largely unaffected by whisker activity,
but during active sleep whisker twitches trigger marked activation of cells in both the VPM
and Cx.
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its activity and whisker twitches
during active sleep. Discrete cortical
areas became active immediately after
a single twitch or a series of twitches.
Interestingly, levels of cortical
activation seemed to mirror the general
degree of whisker twitch activity.
Therefore, the barrel cortex — likethe whisker thalamus — seems to
monitor whisker movements during
active sleep (Figure 1B).
These findings provide tantalizing
evidence that sleep-driven muscle
twitches serve a biological function.
Going against traditional belief [13,14],
Tiriac et al. [4] suggest that whisker
twitches are not biological accidentsresulting from the brain’s inability to
maintain muscle paralysis. Rather, they
suggest they are deliberately triggered
biological events that act to guide
sensorimotor development.
Cortical circuit activity and
organization are heavily influenced
by spontaneously generated sensory
signals [15]. For example, neocortical
and hippocampal cells are activated
by sensory feedback signals from
spontaneous limb twitches during
sleep [10,16]. Twitch-driven feedback
also drives distinct cortical activity
patterns that underlie functional
organization of defined somatosensory
circuits [9]. The tactile feedback
generated by muscle twitches is one
mechanism by which sensorimotor
circuit organization may occur [17].
Sensory feedback during sleep
may be more effective in driving
sensorimotor organization because
most externally generated signals
(for example, visual signals) are
minimal or absent during sleep [1].
This study [4] provides
a fundamentally new framework for
understanding motor function during
sleep. Data show that active sleep
deliberately triggers twitches in
whisker muscles in infant rats. These
signals in turn drive neural activation
within both the whisker thalamus
and barrel cortex. Neural responses
in these circuits are maximal during
active sleep (but not waking). What
the whisker system does with this
information during sleep is unknown.
But, determining how sleep-dependent
processes impact somatosensory
development will provide insight
into sleep function.References
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RevisitedA new study reports that high rates of extrinsic mortality can lead to the
evolution of a longer life—apattern opposite to that expected under the classic
predictions of the evolutionary theory of aging.Damian K. Dowling
Most people seem to realize that death
is an inevitable consequence of life.
For those individuals that don’t suffer
a premature death at the hands of
extrinsic hazards of mortality, such as
predation (Figure 1), infectious disease
or accidents, a slower physiological
deterioration invariably awaits. It is
this deterioration that is aging — the
intrinsic component of mortality — and
it has captured widespread interest
among evolutionary biologists for
well over a century [1]. A new study
by Chen and Maklakov in this issue
of Current Biology [2] has shown that
in nematodes life span evolves when
populations experience increases
in the rate of extrinsic mortality.
Remarkably, the direction of this
evolutionary response hinges on the
type of mortality. These findings help
to explain why empirical tests of
classic theories of aging have hitherto
provided an inconclusive set of results.
Aging in Theory
The suggestion that aging might evolve
invokes an immediate paradox: aging
will generally decrease Darwinian
fitness; that aging exists at all thus runs
counter to the expectation that natural
selection should favour adaptationsthat improve survival. The solution
to this paradox seems to lie in the fact
that the probability of an individual
reproducing will typically decline with
age [3], simply because the probability
of surviving to later age classes is
reduced in the face of extrinsic
mortality hazards. Thus, the magnitude
of natural selection should diminish
with age, thereby allowing mutations to
accumulate that exert negative effects
on late life stages, by mutation
accumulation [4] or even by Darwinian
selection in cases where the mutations
encode beneficial effects in earlier age
classes [3].
The evolution of aging should,
therefore, be directly tied to the rate
of extrinsic mortality experienced by
a population. Populations with higher
extrinsic mortality rates should evolve
accelerated aging and shorter life
spans, because higher mortality will
shift the reproductive probability
distribution such that it peaks at
a younger age. Numerous studies
have tested this classic prediction.
Generally, studies examining patterns
of aging in wild populations, across
taxa, have provided inconsistent
evidence [5], while those harnessing
experimental evolution in a laboratory
setting have been more supportive of
the classic theory [6–10] — in particularan empirical test in the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster, which
directly manipulated the mortality rate
[7]. Nonetheless, another experimental
study comparing natural populations of
guppies (Poecilia reticulata) failed to
support the classic prediction [11].
Such inconsistency between studies
raises eyebrows, particularly because
we can generally confirm the classic
predictions when we pull the strings in
the laboratory setting, but struggle to
do so when testing the predictions in
more realistic, natural environments.
Does this mean that the evolutionary
theory of aging is not generally
applicable to the real world? Or is there
some unaccounted factor at play,
whose effects run havoc in the wild
and alter the trajectories of aging in
unpredicted directions, but that we
effectively nullify in the laboratory
environment? Emerging theoretical
studies [12], and the latest empirical
evidence mounted by Chen and
Maklakov [2], would suggest that the
answer to this latter question is ‘yes’.
The Reality of Mortality
Chen and Maklakov [2] set out to test
the role that extrinsic mortality plays in
driving evolutionary trajectories of life
span. They report that the evolutionary
response of life span to increases in
the rate of extrinsic mortality differs
according to whether mortality is
applied randomly on a population, or
in a condition-dependent manner that
promotes the survival of the fittest.
The authors used thermal heat stress
as the source of condition-dependent
mortality. Using the nematode
Caenorhabditis remanei, they showed
